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Transform your heart by renewing your mind – Part 4. 

 

(A message to help us realise how important it is to ensure that our mind-sets are changed 

into the ways of God so that our lives may be transformed and that we may thus walk in the 
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WHAT IS IT? 

 

See if you can figure out the answer to this riddle. 

 

It’s more powerful than God 

It’s more evil than the Devil 

The poor have it 

The rich need it 

If you eat it you will die. 

 

The answer is NOTHING 

 

NOTHING is more powerful than God 

NOTHING is more evil than the Devil 

The poor have NOTHING 

The rich need NOTHING 

If you eat NOTHING you will die. 

 

Believe it or not, 70% of elementary school children quizzed solved the riddle, and only 17% 

of college age people figured it out. 

 

What do we learn from this? 

 

We need to stop trying to analyse everything and when it comes to God and His ways we 

need to learn to just accept them and believe them and then we will live by them. 

 

The Importance of The Heart – Part 1. 

Understanding the Heart & its Function – Part 2. 

Allowing our hardened hearts to be circumcised – Part 3. 

Transform your heart by renewing your mind – Part 4. 

 

Let me recap a little for those that have missed out as to what the spiritual heart is so you 

have a little bit of a basis on what I am sharing. 
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Proverbs 4:23 
23 Above all else, guard your heart,  

for it is the wellspring of life. 

 

1. Quite often the heart is referred to as the spirit or the “inner man”. 

2.  “Heart” (Hebrew leb; Greek kardia) occurs approximately 1,000 times in the Bible. 

Even though this is sometimes hard to distinguish in different translations. There are a range 

of meaning and thus making this an incredibly complex, but crucially important subject to 

understand. 

 

So what do we mean when we talk about the spiritual heart? 

 

Genesis 6:5 
5 The LORD saw how great man’s wickedness on the earth had become, and that every 

inclination of the thoughts of his heart was only evil all the time. 6 The LORD was grieved that 

he had made man on the earth, and his heart was filled with pain. 

 

Figuratively speaking 

3. The heart refers to the inner being of humans from witch our  

feelings,  

thoughts (mind),  

desires,  

purpose,  

will,  

intellect and  

attitudes originate.  

4. Our heart reflects truly who we are and it is from here that our  

motives,  

intentions,  

desires and  

actions come from. 

5. The heart is where we feel pain when we have been disappointed or let down. 

 

Matthew 6:21 
21 For where your treasure is, there your heart will be also. 

 

6. The things we care for most deeply in life are in our hearts. 

 

So the heart refers to who we are at the very core of our identity making it incredibly 

complex because it is the most intimate part of a person.  

 

We need to understand that the state of our spiritual heart will affect all aspects of our daily 

lives. Thus every emotional, mental and spiritual matter, including many physical ones are 

rooted in the condition of our spiritual heart. 

 

The wickedness and evil within a man’s heart is irreversible in the natural because only God 

can truly transform the heart of man. This can be clearly seen in the fact that humanities 
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moral, ethical and physical corruption has steadily declined until it has reached evil 

conditions beyond imagination that we see today. 

 

Thus the condition of our heart will be the condition of our life. 

 

Introduction: 

 

James 4:4 
4 You adulterous people, don’t you know that friendship with the world is hatred toward 

God? Anyone who chooses to be a friend of the world becomes an enemy of God. 

 

To me this Scripture is rather clear and ordered and not at all ambiguous, but rather 

frightening. You see we as His people need to choose to either be fully for Him because we 

cannot be only half for Him. When we choose to live according to the ways of this world we 

show that we do not really love God and in fact we become God’s enemy. 

 

In order for you and I to carry out God’s purpose for our lives our minds we need to be 

changed so that we think and believe like God in order that we may behave as He would have 

us behave. 

 

Our mind can be defined as that part of us that thinks, feels, perceives and reasons and thus is 

the seat of our knowledge and understanding and is the spring board of our behaviour. 

 

You see your and my attitudes and beliefs systems are rooted and established in our hearts so 

for our hearts to be changed we need to first have our belief system and mind-sets changed. 

 

So our hearts are influenced by our mind and affect the condition of our hearts. In other 

words if you want a change of heart you need to have a change of mind. That is why Satan 

goes to you and me and sows seeds of doubt in our mind which affect our hearts and thus 

results in wrong or should I say sinful behaviour. Satan always wants to affect our hearts by 

planting corrupt thoughts in our minds and so enticing us to sin and move us away from the 

will of God for our lives. Satan did exactly this with Eve in the God of Eden by sowing doubt 

into her heart when he said, “did God really say this …”. That is how Satan works when he 

comes to you any says well it’s not that bad. Satan comes to us and says, “Sleeping with that 

beautiful girl will be amazing and actually there is nothing wrong with that because you are 

showing her you love her.” However God says that sex before marriage is wrong and sinful. 

 

John 17:14–16 
14 I have given them your word and the world has hated them, for they are not of the world 

any more than I am of the world. 15 My prayer is not that you take them out of the world but 

that you protect them from the evil one. 

 

We have the word of God shall we have no excuse not to know what God desires and 

requires of us is kingdom citizens. If we choose to believe and loved by God’s word the 

world will hate us because we are different in that we do not just live according to the way 

we please. Jesus prayed to the father and did not ask us to be removed from this world but to 

help protect you and I from the onslaught of Satan. 

 

That is why it is so crucial that we put a guard before our hearts and it starts by protecting 

what we allow into our minds and ensure that we believe correctly, because if we do not 
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believe correctly we will not live correctly. Maybe I should rather say that if we do not 

believe biblically we will not love godly lives that are pleasing to our Saviour. 

 

2 Corinthians 10:4–5 
4 The weapons we fight with are not the weapons of the world. On the contrary, they have 

divine power to demolish strongholds. 5 We demolish arguments and every pretension that 

sets itself up against the knowledge of God, and we take captive every thought to make it 

obedient to Christ. 

 

God is wanting to solidify our thinking and mind-sets that we do not deviate from what He 

expects of us as a kingdom citizen and if we compromise the next time it will become easier 

for us to sin and eventually our sin will become progressively worse as we choose to disobey 

God. 

 

Now it is crucial for us to understand that the transformation of our mind needs to take place 

on a continuous ongoing process for the rest of our lives and this can never stop. That is why 

if we do not deal with offences, sin, brokenness etc. in our lives, immediately or else the 

longer they linger the greater the chance of it taking root in our lives. Then what will happen 

is that our hearts will become callous towards God because of our forgiveness and we will 

fall deeper into sin. We need to renew our minds in every area and aspect of our live so that it 

comes in line with God and His Word. For it is His desire that we think, believe and act just 

the way that He does. 

 

So tell me do you have an established mind-sets that are contrary to the Scriptures? The 

tragedy is that most people and even many Christians today compromise in this regard. If 

God says something is unacceptable for a kingdom citizen I need to choose to submit to this 

and do so without question. When I try to reason with my natural mind without the 

impartation of the Spirit of God through His Word we will compromise on the truth. 

 

Whenever there needs to be a change of behaviour it has to begin with the transformation of 

the mind. And that is why the Word of God needs to be taught so that we can have the right 

information and choose to submit to the truth and hence it will affect our hearts and result in 

godly behaviour. 

 

However when we choose to ignore and disobey the truth of God’s word and compromise we 

will suffer the consequences of the curse of God in that area of our lives. 

 

We are citizens of the kingdom of God and thus cannot live as the world lives period no 

negotiating an end of the story.  

 

Phil 3:20 
20 But our citizenship is in heaven. And we eagerly await a Savior from there, the Lord Jesus 

Christ, 

 

We are not of this world and therefore cannot have a mindset that is carnal and reflects fallen 

humanity. However when we choose not to live according to the will of God then we are 

reflecting a lifestyle that is contrary to the Word of God. We are to live by values and 

principles that have been established by God and not according to the popular demand of this 

world for this does not cut it with God and never will God.  
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Transform your heart by renewing your mind. 

  

John 4:23–24 
23 Yet a time is coming and has now come when the true worshipers will worship the Father 

in spirit and truth, for they are the kind of worshipers the Father seeks. 24 God is spirit, and his 

worshipers must worship in spirit and in truth.” 

 

True worshippers worship the father in spirit and in all honesty and truth. The reason for this 

is that that is the type of worshippers God is seeking in this world today. He does not want 

worshippers that worship him out of condition or out of compulsion, but only those that love 

him and worship him from the innermost being with all sincerity.  

 

So tell me how do you worship God from your head or from your heart? 

 

Romans 12:1-2 

12 Therefore, I urge you, brothers, in view of God’s mercy, to offer your bodies as living 

sacrifices, holy and pleasing to God—this is your spirituala act of worship. 2 Do not conform 

any longer to the pattern of this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind. 

Then you will be able to test and approve what God’s will is—his good, pleasing and perfect 

will. 

 

1. True spiritual worship is when we give our whole lives to God.  

 

Romans 12:1 

12 Therefore, I urge you, brothers, in view of God’s mercy, to offer your bodies as living 

sacrifices, holy and pleasing to God—this is your spirituala act of worship. 

 

True worship is when we lay our whole lives before God on the altar as a complete sacrifice. 

This means that there is no part of our lives that we do not, not give to Him or surrender to 

His will. We cannot and will not see the changed life that we desire and that God desires 

without our laying our lives down completely before God. Now tell me if you were living in 

the Old Testament and you had sinned and you took a pure animal and sacrificed it on the 

altar could you take it back?  No because you gave it in worship to God. Likewise when we 

choose to lay our lives down we must not take it up again as it no longer belongs to us, but to 

God. And when we lay our bodies down is a living sacrifice that means every part of us. 

 

How dare we give Him our lives and continually take it back!  We need to make it a complete 

and final sacrifice even thought this choose has to be made daily and every moment of our 

lives. You see God is looking for a vessel of honor that He can use for His glory. God is not 

interested in renting your body because He wants to be the owner of your and my life or 

nothing. 

 

So are you willing to die to yourself and your own agenda in life? 

 

                                                           
a Or reasonable 

a Or reasonable 
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That will mean that we can no longer live by the destructive mind-sets of the world and offer 

our bodies in sacrifice to sin any longer, but only to God.  

 

2. True spiritual worship is when we do things God’s way and not the world’s way. 

 

Romans 12:2a 
2a Do not conform any longer to the pattern of this world,  

 

Conform means that we agree with the world and if it is contrary to the Word of God that 

means that we reject God and His Word and thus become His enemy.  

 

So then how can we believe the way this world believes that is contrary to the Scriptures? 

That is correct we cannot and may not is kingdom citizens. We are to completely give our 

lives and belief systems over to God that our minds may be like his mind. 

 

We many not and cannot allow the world to fashion our thinking and mindset according to its 

wicked ways. Many and in fact most of the world’s values, ways, standards, principle, values, 

attitudes and ways of thinking are contrary to those of God’s Kingdom.  

 

Let us have a look at some of these mindsets: 
 

1. Living together before marriage is fine because everybody is doing it and after all 

who buys a car without first test driving it in any case. The Bible which is God Word 

says that fornication is forbidden by all Kingdom citizen. 

2. Homosexuality is a preferred and acceptable life style and we should all embrace it 

and if we don’t we are the ones with the problem. God says that is it an abomination 

and that those who choose to live this way will go to heal. 

3. Many roads lead to Rome therefore many roads lead to God. However God says that 

there is only one way to God and that is through His Son. 

4. There is nothing wrong with getting drunk in renowned and again because it’s just 

about having fun of broad is wrong with having some fun. While God says that no 

drunkard will into the kingdom of heaven and if you get drunk your drunkard. 

5. How can you be satisfied sexually with one partner for your whole life! If you think 

that adultery is okay you will more than likely become an adulterer in your behavior. 

6. Giving to God and His kingdom is a waste of money and in actual fact I cannot afford 

to give offering let alone tithe. And in actual fact the church miss managers the funds 

in any case. Here you have compromised on the Word of God and are being molded 

into the world’s way of thinking. You and I called to obey God without question and 

the minute we tried to reason away are of God’s ways we are in serious trouble. 

 

If we want to move in the supernatural then we need to remove the obstacles of our minds 

that are not renewed. Renewal will not happen until we offer our bodies as a living sacrifice.  

 

If you choose not to live by God’s ways then you choose to be a friend of the world and an 

enemy of God. 

 

3. True spiritual worship is when we allow God to renew our minds.  

 

Romans 12:2b 

but be transformed by the renewing of your mind.  
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Transformed in the Greek come from the word metamorphoo, which is where we get the 

word metamorphosis and is when one thing changes into another form, just like a caterpillar 

inside a cocoon is transformed into a beautiful butterfly. 

 

We need to have our minds changed so that we think in line with the Scripture so we can 

have our lives transformed for the better.  This comes about by daily studying the Word of 

God, going to church services, listening to sermons, going to cell group etc. and allowing the 

Holy Spirit to bring about the transformation that is needed in our lives by allowing our 

minds and mindsets to be changed to God’s mind and mindset. We need to choose to allow 

God to come and renovate our whole way of thinking so that we think like Him and no longer 

as the world thinks. 

 

So are you willing to surrender your life to the Holy Spirit and allow His input and 

impartation in your life? 

 

1 Corinthians 2:16 
16 “For who has known the mind of the Lord  

that he may instruct him?”c1 

 

Not one of us knows the mind of God and therefore we need to seek instruction and direction 

on how to live. When it comes to issues that appear in Scripture that are clear we must choose 

to believe them without questioning and accept them and run with them. The reason for this 

is that Satan is looking for minds that are not made up on what they believe and think on 

certain issues. Those are the minds that are open to receive other options and opinions 

however there is only one option that we can choose as believers in the Lord Jesus Christ. 

Therefore we must never doubt the Scriptures for that is what Satan wants to bring about in 

our lives and that is what has the potential to destroy our lives. 

 

Isaiah 26:3 
3 You will keep in perfect peace  

him whose mind is steadfast,  

because he trusts in you. 

 

When we do not have victory in a certain area of our lives more than likely we are trapped in 

a carnal mentality and need our minds renewed with deep felt repentance or else we will fall 

again and again.   

 

Where our thoughts and belief system lye will ultimately affect our behaviors and reveal 

where we have placed our loyalties. 

 

4. True spiritual worshipers are the only ones that can really know the will of God. 

 

Romans 12:2c 
2c Then you will be able to test and approve what God’s will is—his good, pleasing and 

perfect will. 

                                                           
c Isaiah 40:13 

1 The Holy Bible: New International Version. 1984 (1 Co 2:16). Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan. 
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God desires that we walk in the supernatural for this is His will for all of us and useless we 

choose to lay our lives down on the altar before Him we are not going to see the manifest 

presence of God in our lives the way that we should and hopefully mostly want in our lives.  

 

God cannot use us the way He wants until this transformation has taken place. The reason for 

this is as we think so are we in other words what we believe we will be relayed in our 

behaviour. Everyone is to be a powerful instrument in God’s hands and so we need to make 

sure that our minds are renewed and transformed into the likeness of Christ Jesus.   

 

Those that have allowed God to most transform their lives by the renewing and changing of 

their minds are those that God can most trust with his anointing and supernatural power. 

 

Let’s look at some of the ways that we can ensure that our lives are transformed by our minds 

been renewed and hence our lives transformed. 

 

For a Transformed life you have to have a renewed mind. 
 

 
 

1 John 2:16 
16 For everything in the world—the cravings of sinful man, the lust of his eyes and the 

boasting of what he has and does—comes not from the Father but from the world. 17 The 

world and its desires pass away, but the man who does the will of God lives forever. 

 

How to transform your life by renewing your mind. 
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1. Read and Study God’s word. 

2. Meditate on God’s word. 

3. Memorise God’s word. 

4. Find out God’s ways. 

5. Choose to submit and obey His ways. 

6. Pray continuously. 

7. Give thanks in all circumstances. 

8. Worship God as a living sacrifice. 

 

Philippians 4:8–9 
8 Finally, brothers, whatever is true, whatever is noble, whatever is right, whatever is pure, 

whatever is lovely, whatever is admirable—if anything is excellent or praiseworthy—think 

about such things. 9 Whatever you have learned or received or heard from me, or seen in 

me—put it into practice. And the God of peace will be with you. 

 

CLOSING: 

 

Now to Him who is able to do immeasurably more than all we ask or imagine, according to 

His power that is at work within us, to Him be glory in the church and in Christ Jesus 

throughout all generations, forever and ever! Amen. 

 

To receive this sermon, log on to www.haenertsburgchristianchurch.co.za where you can find 

the notes and PowerPoint under “downloads”.  You can then listen to it or download it via 

iTunes to your device free of charge.  

 
This sermon was preached by Dr. Ian Loughor-Clarke at Haenertsburg Christian Church on 

the 31 May 2015. (c) Dr. Ian F. Loughor-Clarke, Haenertsburg Christian Church. For more 

sermons from Ian go to http://www.haenertsburgchristianchurch.co.za  Except where 

otherwise noted, Scripture quotations are from the International Version Bible, Copyright © 

1985 by The Zondervan Corporation.  Used by permission.  All rights reserved. 
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